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Downloads
Presentation

A short presentation of the Network (2 pages), our goal, our way to act, how to join in...

Join the Network Charter "Sortir du nucléaire"
To phase out nuclear energy, join now all those who have already signed the Charter of the "Sortir du
nucléaire" Network. Join us :

As an individual As a group

Nuclear energy Phase-out in France

This document is a synthesis of an evaluation of nuclear phase-out published by "Sortir du nucléaire"
Network. It shows that it is possible to forego nuclear energy completely in the short term. No magic
involved, only proven and recognised energy conservation and renewable energy technologies.

Nuclear Power : No Thanks - FAQ

A 6 pages easy-to-read document with various questions and answers about renewable energies,
global warming, uranium mines, nuclear waste, nuclear risk and safety, etc.

Letter by EDF about the Secret Defence Document

The Network got the copy of a secret defence document acknowledging that the EPR is not protected
enough against a plane crash risk. Unfortunately we cannot publish this document legally, but you
can dowload the translation of the additional letter written by EDF, that clearly mentions the EPR
vulnerability.

EPR, an explosive technology

Translation of one of the documents the Network "Sortir du nucléaire"received in March 2010 from an
EDF inside source. It brings an overview of the technical issues hinted to in the other documents and
particularly in the set of EDF leak documents.

Review of Secret Defence Document - Greenpeace

OPERATIONAL RISKS AND HAZARDS OF THE EPR WHEN SUBJECT TO AIRCRAFT CRASH SUMMARY : This
is a brief review of a conﬁdential EdF document that has been leaked to the public domain in France.

Nuclear power in France, setting the record straight

The not so rosé picture about the French nuclear power program, by the American organization
Beyond Nuclear (summer 2010).

France, the happy atom’s land ?

A short review including general information on nuclear France, facts on politicians and nuclear lobby,
activists and French public opinion, presented by a representative of the "Sortir du nucléaire" in the
international colloquium in Rhodes, Greece, may 2006.

"Sacred Lands, Poisoned Peoples" : Global indigenous conference calls for an
end to nuclear industry

Representatives of Indigenous Communities across all continents have met in Basel on August, 30th
2010 sharing experiences and building networks in their ﬁght against nuclear toxic industry. They
have issued a joint statement calling for an end to all uranium mining and processing, irresponsible
radioactive waste management, nuclear power and nuclear weapons.

